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Introduction

Introduction

About HelloFresh
HelloFresh is the leading global provider of fresh food at home! We aim to provide each and every household in 14
markets with the opportunity to enjoy wholesome, home-cooked meals with no preparation, no shopping, and no
hassle. Everything required for delicious meals is carefully planned, sourced and delivered to your door at the most
convenient time for each subscriber.
Behind the scenes, a huge data-driven technology platform puts us in a prime position to leverage subscriber
touchpoints. This allows us to consistently manage supply chains and demand, and to optimize the customer
experience as well as our business economics. Our subscription business model with regular delivery enables us
to fundamentally change the way consumers shop for food and to develop new ways people prepare and consume
meals, changing the traditional food supply chain.

Our vision is to change the way
people eat - forever
In Berlin in 2011, HelloFresh founders Dominik and
Thomas set out to change the way we eat. Back then, it
was a big dream, but they believed that everyone should
have access to the best ingredients and the knowledge to
cook them – not just the experts and the enthusiasts.
They spent spent a whole afternoon packing shopping
bags and delivering them by hand to their first ten
customers – their families and friends!
There were a lot of midnight cooking sessions and
mad dashes to find last minute supplies, but, little by
little, their dream started to become reality. From its
modest beginnings, the business soon began to pick up
pace, launching in 14 countries within the last 9 years.
HelloFresh now delivers more than 111 million meals to
over 4.18 million customers (Q1 2020 figures). HelloFresh
is the leading global meal kit provider, continuously
growing its leadership position.

Early 2012, Maartje Frederiks founded HelloFresh in The
Netherlands. With Australia, the United Kingdom and
Germany we belonged to the first pioneer countries
of HelloFresh. Together with a small team, we started
out with creating recipes, doing groceries at the Albert
Cuyp Market, and delivering meal bags by bike to the
doorstep of our customers. Firstly, we only delivered in
Amsterdam, but soon, as it became popular, we started
deliveries nationwide (including the islands).
In 2015, we extended our services to our southern
neighbors and launched HelloFresh in Flanders, Belgium.
This was relatively easy because of the same language
and we could make use of our existing logistics network.
After this became a success, we rolled out nationwide in
Belgium mid 2016. This was more of a challenge, because
of the French language. But, we did it the HelloFresh
way and made it a success. In 2017 we launched in
Luxembourg, and in 2018 we started out in France!

Despite this growth, the HelloFresh philosophy remains
the same – we are as passionate as ever that everyone
should be able to cook great food for themselves, their
friends and their family.
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A sneak peek in our production process that is conducted in our
warehouse in Bleiswijk, by Head of Production, Tomasz

our warehouse where their quality and quantity is
checked, then sorted into the right assembly lines to
be added to the recipes each customer has ordered.
In each of our markets we offer 100s of thousands
of combinations making that unique box for our
customer. Our customers can order a box containing
3-6 meals, 1-6 persons, select from 20+ recipes and
order many different add-ons like extra fruits, baking
ingredients or that amazing wine bottle that brings
back memories of that wonderful holiday last summer.
“Production is the beating heart of HelloFresh’s
operations. In here all those hours spent on developing
the best recipes and sourcing the best ingredients end
up in our world famous box.
It starts with placing orders, our suppliers produce (or
harvest) the ingredients and we plan for our inbound
volumes, so we know how many pallets to unload.
Within a day or two, the ingredients are delivered to
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We do this process week in week out with a
completely new menu each week, we pack our boxes
with great pride and ship them out to our logistics
hubs as soon as they are assembled. From our hubs
we receive back the collected cardboard boxes which
we then send to paper mills for recycling. Our slogan
for the whole production process: Source, Pack and
Ship them with Love!”

Introduction

The HelloFresh brand

Our HelloFresh DNA

We love food and our mission is to make every meal a
moment to look forward to. As a company we empower
our customers with a new inspiring experience of
preparing and enjoying food. We call this a feeling of
delicious achievement - a sense of pride in cooking
delicious meals.

Next to a strong brand, it is also our company DNA
which defines us. This set of 5 core values helps us grow,
not only our business, but also our culture, and above
all helps our people grow to their full potential. These
core values are Speed & Agility, Ruthless Prioritization,
Egoless Environment, Learning Never Stops
and Data-Drivenness.

Our brand is built on 6 benefits. We differentiate
between rational benefits, which are more practical, and
emotional benefits.
The practical benefits are Convenience, Variety and
Quality and are all related to saving time and making it
easier to cook a good meal.
The emotional benefits emphasize the experience
HelloFresh offers customers. These are Sharing the Joy,
Fun of Discovery and Peace of Mind.

We incorporate these values in everything we do, we
are driven by them and act according to them. These
core values define our culture and make our DNA.
An extensive explanation of these core values can be
found in chapter 11 (Meaningful Values). You will see in
the upcoming chapters that a lot of our policies and
processes are linked to these values and all HelloFresh
employees will be reviewed on these as well. Throughout
the entire Culture Audit, we will refer to the values.
Therefore, we advise you to read through chapter 11 first,
so you’ll get a better idea of our DNA!
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Our Organizational Structure
HelloFresh Benelux & France consists of 6 different legal
entities with a total of about 460 employees. We have
a flat organizational structure and are very proud of
this. This is something we cherish, as we believe it gives
us more Speed & Agility, but also allows every single
employee to express ownership, take responsibility and
get the feeling of making an impact.

Our C-level consists of our Chief Executive Officer
Pauwel Wiertsema, Chief Marketing Officer Lydi Boers,
and Chief Operating Officer Thomas Stroo. Each Chief
manages a set of Head Ofs. Each Head Of is in turn
responsible for their team. All Head Ofs and C-level
together form the Leadership Team. The leadership Team
merges strategic and tactical thinking, understands both
the big picture and details of execution and always holds
an entrepreneurial mindset. As responsible for the team,
each Head Of is forced to make decisions and spend
company resources wisely.

Pauwel
CEO

Thomas
COO

Wieteke
Head of
Product
Operation

Bob

Head of
Procurement

Viktor

Head of
Logistics

Kirsten
Kirsten

Head of
Customer
Care

Tomasz

Head of
Production
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Lydi Lydi
CMOCMO

Maarten

Head of
Quality &
Food Safety

Mireille

Head of
Legal &
Compliance

Rosanne
Head of
People

Raluca
Head of
Finance

Willem

Head of
BI/Business
Development

Thomas

Head of
Product
Development

Christiane
Head of
Growth
Marketing

Renee

Head of
Marketing
Retention &
Special
Projects

TBH

Head of
Brand

1. Hiring and Welcoming

1. Hiring and Welcoming

1a. Hiring
HelloFresh is a visible brand and this helps to attract
talent. People are even sending emails that they saw a
HelloFresh van on the road that made them take a look
at our vacancies and apply! All our vacancies are posted
on the job board on our website and shared on LinkedIn,
Glassdoor and Indeed. We rarely have to do active
searches, but if we do, we approach people on LinkedIn
or people in our talentpool. For certain positions, mainly
in leadership, we use the help of third parties. In our
job posts we aim to show our values, share a complete
overview of the job and other factors a future member
of the HelloFresh family can expect when working
for HelloFresh.
Speed & Agility is one of our core values and we aim
to make the application process as fast and efficient as
possible, to make sure candidates don’t have to wait
unnecessarily long. We strive to limit the entire process
from application to signing of the contract to four weeks
and be able to welcome our new colleague as soon
as possible.
Most of our application procedures consist of
three rounds:
• Informal meeting with one of our recruiters via a
video call where the main goal is to get to know the
candidate better, learn more about their expectations
of the job, what makes the person behind the resume
happy and where we explain more about who we are
and what it means to be part of the family. We want to
keep this conversation easy-going, to motivate people
that they can be themselves. We are being open and
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honest about what we offer, the company culture, the
DNA/values and in every conversation, discussing what
the candidate is looking for and what makes them
happy. No winning or losing, but making sure both
HelloFresh and the candidate are happy about their
choice for each other.
• A face to face interview with two direct colleagues
which will be more in depth, discussing the role
and responsibilities and the team. This interview is
sometimes followed by an assessment in which we ask
the candidates to show their skills. If a new colleague
will work together with our Global office in Berlin a
lot, an interview with the Global team is also part of
the process.
• A final interview will take place with the head of the
team, finished by a short get-to-know with our CEO,
CMO or COO (also known as C-level).
What are we looking for in our new colleague?
We all have a passion for our product and strive to
find people that are eager to help us with their passion
and skills to bring the product and brand to the next
level. Our personality is human, light-hearted, inventive
and encouraging and we want our new joiners to
be comfortable with these values and to be good
brand ambassadors.
For roles without language requirements we write our job
vacancies in English to address a diverse group of people.
We think diversity and inclusion is very important. To read
more about this topic please take a look at chapter 7b
(Inclusion and Diversity)!

1. Hiring and Welcoming

1b. Welcoming
After receiving and accepting the job offer we send our
newjoiners an invitation to the Onboarding day, our
employee handbook and other documents to get them
started. For international colleagues we developed a
“Welcome to the Netherlands” guide to help the nonDutchies with the administrative tasks, getting settled
and fun things to do in and around Amsterdam. All
interns receive the same invitations and follow the same
Onboarding as our employees. To prepare and already
start their HelloFresh journey every new colleague
receives access to our Onboarding App. On 15 August
2020 we launched our Onboarding App to start the
integration straight away. The goal is to make people
enthusiastic about everything that awaits them, teach
them more about our DNA and values, prepare them for
the first day and to virtually meet some colleagues.
A week before the start date, we send our newjoiners a
box of brownies with a personalized card to welcome
them to the HelloFresh family. A new HelloFresh
colleague gift package (personalized apron, spatulas,
cutting board, edibles, sustainability + Annual
Sustainability Report) is in the making.
The first day starts with a HelloFresh history lesson by
our CEO Pauwel, followed by an introduction about our
operations by Thomas, our COO, and finished by our
brand & marketing story by Lydi, our CMO. Next up, all
Head Ofs will present themselves, their activities and the
team structure and team members. After this theoretical
part of the day it is time for a photoshoot with the
newjoiner’s favorite fruit or vegetable for our wall of
fame. After a lunch break with all the newjoiners it is time
to learn more about our customers, join the speed dating
session to meet and mingle with some of our colleagues
and make an introduction video for all colleagues. The
Onboarding finishes with an unboxing session with one
of our colleagues from the product team before putting
on our aprons to cook and eat that week’s HelloFresh
recipes. In this unboxing session, the recipe developer
will explain about the details of the box, the recipe card,
the ingredients and how a HelloFresh Box is composed
all together from start to finish. Because we want
everyone to keep cooking our dishes - at the end of the
day you receive a voucher for a free HelloFresh Box, and
a nice employee discount of 20% after that first box on
your subscription!

Every newjoiner also gets assigned a buddy that will do
an office tour and drink a coffee together. Many buddies
stay connected to each other throughout their careers in
HelloFresh and some even become good friends!
The Onboarding doesn’t stop after this first day. During
the first month everybody will deliver HelloFresh Boxes
with a driver, listen along with customer care for an
afternoon and visit our warehouse in Bleiswijk to learn
more about the pick-and-pack process and meet the
team there.

Welcoming during Covid-19
Unfortunately, during Covid-19, we can not follow the
entire onboarding program. Instead, an online meeting
will be arranged during the first day. Some of the
above described elements can unfortunately not be
realised. For example, the Head Ofs will not be present
to introduce their teams, the photoshoot and the
unboxing sessions are also not possible. On the other
hand, some elements can and will be presented, such
as the introduction by C-level and making your own
introduction video for the entire organization. Feedback
shows that the onboarding day is still very much
appreciated and of added value to the joiners!
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Senior Payroll Administrator Linda

days leading up to my first day, I received my laptop
at home, completely prepared, I received a package
with brownies and a lovely card from my new team,
welcoming me and telling me they were looking
forward to working with me. I received information
about my first day, which was to be a virtual
onboarding day, with presentations from the CMO,
COO and the CEO. In every step leading up to my first
day, I felt welcomed and that everyone was genuinely
happy for me to join HelloFresh.

“Starting a new job in June 2020 was always going
to be a different experience than any other time.
I had my interviews all done by video calls, had
never been to the office and would be working from
home from the first day on. The reason that I still
felt confident to accept this job and start to work at
HelloFresh in these uncertain times had a lot to do
with the communication from the company. Even in
the interview process everyone was really open and
interested.

I was asked to prepare some slides with information
about myself and when I had my first virtual team
meeting on my first day, there was time planned in
the meeting not only for me to introduce myself, but
all my new team members had also prepared slides
and introduced themselves to me. Just to see the
time and effort that everyone takes to welcome new
people to their teams and to the company in general
really makes a difference in how you start working
somewhere, it makes it so much easier to connect with
people to ask and receive help.

After I had accepted the offer (which already
happened at the end of March) I would receive regular
emails from my new colleagues, just to catch up and
ask how everything was going on my side. In the

Even though I didn’t see my new team in person
for the first few weeks, I have felt welcome and
appreciated from day one, and I am really happy to be
part of HelloFresh now.”
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2. Inspiring

‘We want to change the way
people eat-forever’
This is exactly why people work for HelloFresh. Cooking
with HelloFresh means no hassle, you save time and
limit food waste. We do this together. Employees are
involved when we are developing a new box and new
recipes. Every Monday, the product team organizes
an Unboxing, in which all recipes for the upcoming
week are presented. Each week, different colleagues
are asked to join and provide feedback on the recipes,
the ingredients and presentation of the recipes on the
infocard. Afterwards, each employee can choose one
of the recipes to take home, prepare, and provide input
for improvement.
As we love food, we offer our employees a nice lunch
which is not comparable to a standard Dutch ‘broodje
kaas’: we order our products as much as we can from our
own suppliers and we have a tasty salad bar. It’s healthy,
nutritious and has a lot of variety. Every Friday we offer
our “Friday Special”, which often is one of the recipes
that can be found in the box that week. We practice what
we preach, also for our employees! They are the face of
HelloFresh and the voice of the customer.

Informing
HelloFresh is a high pace organization where things
can change fast, “Speed and Agility” is in our DNA for a
reason! Being so resilient, adapting and adopting change
so easily, truly is our strength. Everyone working at
HelloFresh knows that the organization needs flexibility
and fast decision making.

Inspire through Data-Drivenness:
OKRs and Q-plans
To measure our goals, based on our core value DataDrivenness, we use OKRs: Objectives and Key Results.
We set up stretched objectives (goals) and set key
results (milestones) to help us to reach the objective.
The objectives are stretched which means that reaching
your goals equals achieving 70%. As we strive for
excellence we want to overachieve, so overachievement
equals 100%. These BeneluxFrance OKRs are set at the
end of the year and are evaluated periodically. After
having set the yearly BeneluxFrance OKRs, the Business
Development/Business Intelligence team cascades these
to all teams, to make sure all team OKRs are defined in a
way that it contributes to the BeneluxFrance OKRs
When the OKRs are clear to all the teams, each team
breaks them down into manageable pieces: Q-plans.
Every department thus has a set of yearly goals which
are dynamic and can evolve. These contribute to the
BeneluxFrance OKRs and help us move forward and grow
as a company.
In the quarterly Strategy Sessions and monthly
HelloUpdates we always touch base on the OKRs.
Each Head Of reports on their team’s progress as well
every month. The feedback from the teams is that
OKRs really help them to understand the direction
HelloFresh is heading to and how every team/employee
can contribute.

Short term changes are communicated to our teams
in different team meetings and we gather everyone
for monthly HelloUpdates, in which we discuss in
depth everything that is going on. Long-term strategy
is set in close cooperation between the HQ in Berlin
and local markets around the world. Each market,
such as ours, then translates this into a local strategy
including Objectives and Key Results (OKRs). We
share the strategy and OKRs, and all updates to it each
quarter during our Strategy Session with all HelloFresh
employees in the Benelux and France. More details on
these updates and sessions can be found in chapter 3
(Speaking). All our meetings come, of course, with a nice
breakfast or snack because we love food!
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Communication and Covid-19
Even during this working from home period we still feel
a huge sense of pride. Actually even more! With the
Net Promoter Score (NPS) we calculate the loyalty and
satisfaction of our employees, by providing a scale from
1-10 on the statement ‘I would recommend HelloFresh
as a Great Place to Work to an acquaintance’. We have
such motivated and eager employees that our NPS
score at the last Happiness Survey doubled compared to
October 2019 (when that one actually already doubled
compared to April 2019)! A great achievement and, for
us, an indication that we are going in the right direction
together with all employees.
Also in the current situation we communicate even
more than we normally do. Our CEO is sending weekly
updates and every time, we give a big shout out to our
hard-working employees who make sure even more
customers can enjoy the convenience of HelloFresh.

Proud to be part of the HelloFresh
family
In the latest Employee Happiness Survey, conducted in
April 2020, we not only did double the NPS score, the
survey also indicated that 97% of employees answered
“agree” to the statement “I am proud to be part of the
HelloFresh family”! A score that we are in return very
proud of, and confirms that we are on the right track to
a 100%.

The survey also indicated that
97% of employees answered
“agree” to the statement
“I am proud to be part of the
HelloFresh family!”
Comments from our latest Employee Happiness Survey
in April/May 2020;
• I am very proud to be part of this company. Especially
in these hard times our product puts a smile on
many faces.
• I am very satisfied :)
• I I want to take the time to show my appreciation
for how everything is handled during the Covid-19
crisis. I am really impressed by the speed and manner
in which everyone adapted themselves to these
new circumstances
• I love my job at HelloFresh
• Keep on the good work ;)
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Communication is key, especially in a fast-moving
organization such as HelloFresh. On an organizational-,
team- and personal level we conduct structural
moments of both top-down and bottom-up knowledge
sharing.
Communication is also linked to the HelloFresh DNA as
one of our 5 core values, namely “Egoless Environment”;
‘‘we operate in an egoless environment, where we want
everyone to speak up and challenge the status quo
with respect to one another. We encourage discussion
in decision making. When a decision has been made,
we commit to achieve the common goal”. An example
of this is that everyone is invited to contribute to all
organizational meetings, as from any level and in any
way. Especially during Covid-19, it became even more
important to inform everyone on what’s going on,
since you’re not in the office anymore to hear the latest
updates. Therefore, the following meetings are held
virtually as well.

Strategy sessions –
organizational level
Every quarter, a strategy session is held. On a special
location (or nowadays: in a virtual meeting) C-level will
give an update on the current status quo. It contains a
throwback to the past quarter – what our goals were,
how we achieved them – and an introduction on the
upcoming quarter. Detailed numbers and OKRs are
discussed openly, but also the latest ‘facts’ on people
level in an informal way. This meeting contains the
most important information, shared in a top-down way.
However, there is always room for discussion, questions,
or input provided by colleagues. This session is also
always combined with a fun activity. Our last Strategy
Session was held in a bowling alley and ended in a
nice competition!
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HelloUpdate – organizational level
Every month, a Thursday morning is dedicated to the
HelloUpdate. All colleagues from the Amsterdam,
Bleiswijk and Nieuwegein offices will be welcomed
around 08:45 in the kitchen of the Amsterdam office
where they will be served a nice home-made breakfast. If
anyone is not able to join in person a livestream is set up
as well, so no one has to miss out. The HelloUpdate starts
at 09:00 and lasts about 1 hour. Managers of different
teams tell about the recent developments and of course,
there is plenty of room to ask questions during and after
each topic. It also always contains a keynote by Pauwel.
After each speech, colleagues can ask questions. Usually
these updates last 1 to 2 hours and contain a game
element so that the audience stays involved. Through this
monthly HelloUpdate, we ensure that everyone is aware
of recent developments and that we are all working and
focusing on the same goals.

Team meetings – team level
Every team has a (weekly) team meeting where the
current situation, personal energy level and recent
developments are discussed. Everyone is addressed
in these meetings; everyone shows what he/she is
currently working on and if help is needed or we share
best practices Team meetings are an excellent time for
managers to share information with the entire team, and
for team members to ask questions to the manager or
other team members. It’s about sharing and making sure
everyone is on the same track!

3. Speaking

Review cycle – personal level
Every six months, personal performance reviews are
conducted. This review starts with collecting 360
feedback from your direct colleagues. This is used as
input to write a self assessment. Each employee writes
down their evaluation of their projects of the past half
year. Furthermore, in this assessment you assess yourself
on compatibility with the HelloFresh DNA, and look
forward to the upcoming half year. What traits do you
want to strengthen and how will you achieve this?

After submitting this assessment, your direct manager
will write a review on you as well, and this is discussed
in a personal meeting between you and your manager.
In this conversation, the manager hardly ever discusses
anything that has never been mentioned before, since
everyone also has a (bi-)weekly one-on-one with
their direct manager. This is because we strive for a
transparent culture in which we regularly check in with
each other, and anything can be discussed. We also
developed our own way of providing feedback: The
FRESH method, based on MBTI. More info on this can be
found in chapter 6. (Developing)!
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4. Listening

As a flat organization, we are convinced that an open, safe, and transparent communication culture is essential for our employees at
HelloFresh. Why is this important to us? We believe that giving concrete feedback and listening to each other will lead to a healthy
working environment and gives the best results for the company as a whole and individually. It’s also included in our core values: an
egoless environment.

4a. Upward communication
As mentioned in chapter 3 (Speaking), there are plenty of
opportunities for employees to express their opinions. Not only in
the quarterly, monthly and weekly meetings in which everyone can
contribute in person, but also in the Employee Happiness Survey.
This survey is conducted by the People team twice a year among all
HelloFresh employees. In this survey, everyone is asked to speak up
anonymously on statements such as “My ideas and suggestions are
valued”, “I get enough guidance and support from my manager” and
“I have a good work/life balance”. In the last survey, conducted in

in the survey conducted in October 2019, we noticed a call for more
personal development. As a response, we improved our External
Training Agreement.

April/May 2020, we also added Covid-19 related statements, such as
“While working from home, I have sufficient contact with my team”
and “I enjoy my working day at home.”

your manager on your collaboration. In the assessment discussion,
it is not only a moment to look back on the past half year, but also to
discuss your upcoming half year. It’s a moment for all employees to
set new goals and communicate the plans and focus points to their
managers.

The overall results are presented to the entire organization by the
Head of People in an HelloUpdate. Next, the results will be broken
down per team, and all Head Ofs will discuss this in their team
meeting. Furthermore, possible points of improvement for the
organization are detected, presented and improved. For example

Next to the Employee Happiness Survey, we conduct a mandatory 360
review cycle twice a year, where every employee asks at least three
colleagues to give them feedback. This input can be used for writing
the self-assessment for the mid-year and end-year review cycle. This
is not only a moment to review yourself, but also to get in touch with

Besides these two review cycles, the 360 feedback tool is available to
use all year round from our rating system ‘Small Improvements.’

4b. Collaboration
On the one hand we established a culture where everybody is looking
to challenge the status quo and share creative solutions, on the other
we created processes to keep continuous improvement top of mind.
We constantly challenge our employees to think how they can
improve our product and service to the customer. While doing so we
established a culture of ‘continuous change’, leading our employees
to also look for opportunities to improve within their own work. A
clear example is found in our DNA; we adopted ‘Learning never stops’
as one of the core values. We also create opportunities for our teams
to explore creative solutions, irrespective of the team they are in.
Our recipe developers organized a workshop with Foodies to discuss
the latest food trends, our partnerships team invited great speakers
such as Teun van de Keuken from Chocolonely to our office to give
everybody inspiration for new ideas. Many more comes to mind, but
aside from such examples we’re also adopting innovation in our daily
way of working. Whenever something comes up we’re innovative in
our solutions. Due to an order of spinach arriving late we asked our
drivers to present the customers with a bag of spinach directly, turning

an ‘issue’ into a nice, customer friendly interaction between driver &
customer.
We do not want to rely on a strong innovative culture alone and
therefore also created several hard processes to keep continuous
improvement and innovation top of mind. To make sure our
employees contribute to our strategy we determine our OKRs together
(also see leadership topic). During the year we work with our teams
to continuously improve these. On a more operational level we keep
track of any and all issues that occur through our issue management
process; a key employee will dive into the root causes of an issue that
occurred with involved teams. Together they formulate solutions to
not only solve the problem at hand but also make sure it will never
happen again. This way we continuously improve our operational
processes. Finally, we have a dedicated team working on process
excellence. This team focuses solely on analyzing and mapping our key
processes to identify and implement potential improvements together
with business counterparts.
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5. Thanking

We think it is important to show our appreciation to employees and celebrate all kinds of victories! When we achieve
our goals, on either an organizational- team- or personal, we like to celebrate this with something special. Some
examples of the many initiatives:

Celebration snacks

Piñata

When we’ve reached a certain team goal, open up a
new office or another celebrational moment, we like to
surprise and thank our colleagues. This can be done in
many ways, but mostly we like to celebrate with food,
for example a Dutch mini pancake food truck. As you
can see in the picture, we like to cheat as well once in a
while with an unhealthy snack! Very tasty of course, but
the moment of surprise and celebrating together is the
best part!

Every team got challenged to come up with a team goal.
They had to write down the goal on an actual piñata
and hang it in the office. When the goal is achieved, the
team can smash the piñata; filled with lots of candy and a
coupon for a team dinner!

Golden apple
The Golden apple award is a concept created by and for
our employees. Each month, an employee of the month
is being chosen. The previous Golden apple winner
will explain why this colleague has earned the award.
It is a lovely moment where employees can put other
employees in the spotlight.

HelloUpdate
Every month we host the HelloUpdate, a meeting with
the entire organization (see also chapter 3 (Speaking) for
more details). We kick off with a homemade breakfast by
the office team. When everyone is seated there’s an hour
of presentations by colleagues on numbers, new projects
or projects that have ended. Those achievements and
developments are rewarded with a big applause from
the team!
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Refer-a-Friend Program

Goodbye

We have a special referral program. When introducing a
new colleague, you earn 100€!

Although we would like to keep all of our employees
forever, it is a given that sometimes, people will leave
their job to start a new adventure somewhere else.
When this happens, we like to say goodbye in a fitting
way, and thank someone for all of their work during
their career at HelloFresh. For everyone who will leave
HelloFresh for their next adventure, we prepare a
cookbook. In this cookbook, everyone will write a small,
but personal message. It is presented to the person
at the last team lunch, which usually will take place in
a nice restaurant. Also for their last drinks, something
special will be arranged. For example, when our longtime Payroll Administrator left, we thanked him by having
some special guests at his last Friday drinks, dancers
and drums! We extended the drinks at the Office for this
special occasion!

Sustainability Quickwin of the Month
We think it’s important to keep improving our office in
the field of sustainability and getting everyone involved
while doing it. Each month we give our colleagues the
opportunity to submit a Quickwin. When deciding who’s
idea will win and thus be realised, we look at originality
and feasibility. If we feel that the idea is amazing but
takes a bit more time to be implemented, we can
decide to make it a long term project. One example
of a quickwin is the “Too good to waste” project. This
project resulted in the installation of the “Fight against
Food Waste” corner in the kitchen, where colleagues
could take home products that are close to passing their
due date. Another winning project was the initiative to
bring your own coffee cup to the coffee counter instead
of using disposable cups. We try to keep it fun while
making sustainable progress! More information on our
sustainability initiatives can be found in chapter 9b
(Sharing - Community).
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Review related rewards
As mentioned in chapter 3 (Speaking), a bi-annual
review cycle is conducted among all employees to assess
personal performance. The overall performance of the
past half year will be evaluated with a grade on the scale
of 1-5 by both the employee and manager.
When the grade of the manager is 4 or 5, the employee is
eligible for a raise for their hard work and achievements,
since we want to thank employees for their hard work
through monetary rewards as well.

5. Thanking

Customer Care appreciations
There are some extra initiatives for the Customer Care agents. The majority of our agents are still studying, and
combine their work with learning. To enhance the team spirit, show our appreciation and reward good work, we
like to organize some extra events and initiatives;

The Golden spatula

Other Customer Care appreciations

This award is given once every six weeks to Customer
Care agents who made an extra effort for the team or
our clients. This could be by giving a presentation during
the HelloUpdate, hosting a training session for new
Skopje agents or surprising clients with the Big Customer
Surprise. The winner of the Golden Spatula has the honor
to write down their name on the attribute. A picture of
the winner with the Golden Spatula is included in the
team mailing and will be on the wall in a golden frame.

Regularly we have different challenges within the
Customer Care team. One of them was the schedule
adherence challenge to see which team sticks best to the
schedule. The price is often a fun activity such as bowling
or a drink with the winning team.

The Golden Horn
Where the previously mentioned Golden Spatula is
given for excellent soft skills, the Golden Horn award is
focussed on hard skills such as the Customer Satisfaction
Score and the Quality of Interactions Score. The winner
of this award will write down their name on the Golden
Horn and be captured on a photo which is shown in
the WhatsApp group. This award is also mainly about
appreciation and visibility of the agents.

Besides those challenges we also hosted a bingo last
year, based on ambitious results. When an agent showed
extra efforts, they received a stamp on their bingo
card. A full bingo card is rewarded by fun prices, such
as a coupon of jumpsquare, a cooking book and a paid
day off!
Another example is the Deliveroo coupon we gave all of
our agents during the Covid-19 period. It was a way to
thank them for all of their hard work and flexibility.
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Learning never stops!
At HelloFresh we truly believe we can and should all learn and develop ourselves at all times. That’s also why one
of our core values is: “Learning never stops”. This is applicable to all levels, from intern to CEO. In this phase of
growing as a company, learning becomes more and more important. We have been growing fast the past years,
from start-up to scale-up, which requires more and more professionalism from all of us. This means learning on the
job, developing and challenging yourself, attending training and setting stretched goals.

HelloFresh Academy
For training opportunities we have created an internal
learning curriculum, based on both hard and soft skills.
We offer the training either in real-life or via e-learning
on a frequent basis, presented by all levels: Head Of,
our CEO, or even colleagues in more junior roles. It’s a
curriculum for new staff and interns to get familiar with
HelloFresh and its working method, product, customers
etc. For example, our Production training includes a visit
to our Distribution Centre in Bleiswijk, from where all
boxes are shipped to the hubs and customers. We believe
it’s in everyone’s benefits that all employees know and
see who is working at HelloFresh and what is the process
in our chain.
Another nice example of an educational training that
includes a visit, is “Expedition Belgium”. This is a 2-day
training in which colleagues from different teams will go
on a trip to Belgium in order to solve a business case,
based on our Belgian customers. The goal of this training
is to extend knowledge and improve understanding on
Belgian customs, preferences, communication, values
and culture. It is a perfect example of our core value
“Learning Never Stops”. Next to learning a lot about our
southern neighbours and translating this in your daily job,
it is also a nice opportunity to meet and get to know our
Belgian colleagues better.

Program (FLP) is offered to people. However, you do
need to get nominated by C-level for this.

What is the Future Leaders Program?
Being part of FLP means you’ve really impressed us with
your drive, work ethic, demonstration of HelloFresh DNA
and your potential to be a leader in the organisation. This
2-year initiative is designed to acknowledge, develop
and retain top talent and potential future leaders of
the company.
HelloFresh has undergone tremendous growth in the
past years and will do so in the years ahead. In order to
continue our successful journey and meet our ambitious
goals, we are heavily dependent on the right caliber of
people to lead our teams in the future. The program
will prepare and support the employees – our future
leaders – by strengthening our DNA, rewarding high
performers and increasing our talent density through
career development.
Main pillars are:
• Individual senior leadership mentoring
• Voluntary cross- functional and cross- genographic
project assignments
• Additional learning & development offerings
• And of course networking opportunities.

Other examples of internal trainings at the office given by
Head Ofs are the Excel training, Health & Safety training,
Powerpoint and presentation skills, Time Management
and MBTI. Currently we offer 18 programs several times a
year to all our employees and interns.

Currently we offer 18 programs
several times a year to all our
employees and interns.
At the Headquarters in Berlin we have access to a lot of
trainings as well. There are hard and soft skill trainings,
for all levels of seniority. Also a Future Leadership
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MBTI
At HelloFresh we work with MBTI, the Meyers and
Briggs Type Indicator, which helps you to discover your
personality type. The MBTI training session is mandatory
for all new joiners at HelloFresh. During the onboarding
period, everybody attends this training with other new
joiners. The goal is to know more about your personality
type and to understand and appreciate differences
between people who you work with. You will learn what
really drives, inspires, and worries different personality
types, helping you build better results and understanding
each other differences at the workplace.

MBTI & feedback
Giving and receiving feedback is not always easy and
takes practice. To give guidance and help with that, we
believe that starting to understand yourself and how
you like to receive and give feedback is key. An example
of how we implement this in our organization is the
MBTI training. As everyone who starts at HelloFresh
will participate in personal development training.
MBTI teaches you more about what your personal
preferences are, where you get your energy from, how
you take in information, how you make decisions and
how you organize your world around you. After you
understand your own preferences, every team can sign
up for a team MBTI session, where you will discover the
MBTI preferences and feedback preferences of your
team members.
To really become a feedback expert, we also offer Junior
and Senior Feedback training sessions using MBTI as
communication tools. In this session we will deep dive
and learn more about giving and receiving feedback.
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To keep this up to date, we invented and developed our
very own Fresh Method:
F: Feedback, what kind of feedback do you want to give;
R: Recap the situation;
E: Emphasize your observations;
S: Summarize the impact;
H: Help with development.
These methods and personal development training
sessions will contribute to understanding your own
behavior and the behavior of others so you can speak
up, confront, praise and have open conversations
with colleagues.

External training opportunities
We see a growth in demand in external trainings and we
do offer tailor made courses if they also add value to our
strategic goals and OKRs. The external training offerings
at HelloFresh BeneluxFrance have doubled over the past
years. We see a peak in team-level training, for example a
four day Millennial program, and leadership training, but
also in individual trainings to motivate employees, like a
Master program at the University of Amsterdam, OPEX
training, PDL etc.

Train the trainer
As for leadership training and development we
have twice a year an Head Of Offsite where we have
learnings and fun combined during 2 days. Programs
often include themes like situational leadership, giving
feedback and self reflection. This year we started with
an Head Of “train the trainer session” provided by the
external training company we have been working with
for several years. After the Head Of Offsite the Head
Ofs had their training to become a trainer. This way,
our Head Ofs could train their own teams on what they
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have learned and discussed during their own training.
Subsequently, they can inform and contribute directly in
their teammember’s development. These teamsessions
have a learning component, but remain fun and focussed
on team building. And of course, food during these days
plays an important role!
During the last sessions we had the opportunity to go to
OnlyFriends. A very special place the Head Ofs went to
have their training and could have their team sessions.
This place really makes you put things into perspective
and to reflect, more details on this event can be found in
chapter 8. Celebrating! We combined, sports, learning,
fun and food again and the responses showed it was
highly appreciated by the teams: “On behalf of our team
a big thank you for making this possible by investing time
and budget in this training.”

Internal promotions
We support internal promotions and increasing this even
made it to our OKRs. Therefore, we are very proud of the
fact we have seen over 50% of the team lead- and higher
roles filled internally. Often these were Team Lead or
Head Of level positions. Some employees had aspirations
for an international HelloFresh career. We supported
these transitions as we prefer developing talent,
especially when they want to proceed their international
career within HelloFresh.

Therefore, we are very proud of
the fact we have seen over 50%
of the team lead- and higher
roles filled internally.

Performance Management
By letting the Head Of train their teams, they
become closer to their team in terms of coaching and
development. This helps as well in the evaluation cycle
held twice a year. In the Mid-Year Review the goals
and development are tracked and the progress will be
evaluated during the Year-End review, where a score
reflecting the eventual progress on both targets and
personal development is given. We use the tool Small
Improvements in which every employee can ask feedback
via 360 feedback to peers, colleagues and managers. The
goal is to take the lead in your own development and it
helps you write your own assessment in preparation for
the Mid-Year Review and Year-End Review. Via this tool
you can also compliment a colleague on something
he/she did very well.

We encourage development also in the day-to-day
business. We truly believe HelloFresh is a great place for
development. You are able to present your projects to
the entire HelloFresh BeneluxFrance organization in team
meetings, Head Of meetings, HelloUpdates, Strategy
sessions and so on. We allow failure as people learn from
it. It’s in the employee’s interest to grab these chances
and we like to get people out of their comfort zone in
order to see them grow.

Coaching
In some specific cases training will not work for an
individual, and a tailor made approach is needed. We do
offer individual coaching sessions, either with an internal
or external coach. If decided for an external coach, we
start with an intake to determine the main points of
focus to work on. This intake can be at HelloFresh or
offsite. This individual program is personal and you share
on a voluntary basis what you want to share with your
colleagues and/or manager.
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Team Lead Business Development Mark

“I started 5 years ago, during the final year of my
bachelor, as an intern at HelloFresh. At that time,
HelloFresh was still a start-up and the team was
relatively small. I was allowed to set up a hub for the
Logistics team together with another intern, as a
project from A to Z. A very big challenge, where we
were given a lot of freedom but also responsibility.
This has also been the common thread in my career
at HelloFresh.

Mark
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After my internship I stayed as a project manager
within Logistics, where I was able to run many
projects independently. There I was given the
opportunity to develop myself as a person and was
given a lot of space to get to know different parts
of the organization. In the first 3 years I also started
working with data a lot, which I was able to fully
master through many practical applications and
support of my colleagues. For example, I learned to
manage larger and broader projects. The focus was
mainly on optimizing processes and tools. I have
been continuously working on this and I have been
able to develop myself into a Team Lead, in which
I am currently working with my team to further
optimize HelloFresh.
I have now seen a lot of the company and have
learned a lot. And this year I will also start my (parttime) master’s, which I did not start at the time
because I wanted to work full-time at HelloFresh. I can
combine this with my work at HelloFresh and thus I
get another chance to develop further!”

7. Caring
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7a. Balancing
Leave of absence
Paid leave
At HelloFresh, our people are at the core of the
organization. It is important that you, as an employee, are
able to perform in your role, fully rested, and charged.
Therefore, we offer you 24 paid holidays per year. This
is based on a full-time (40 hours per week) contract.
If you feel like you need more free time to charge your
battery, then we offer the possibility to buy six additional
unpaid holidays.
Unpaid leave
Sometimes, you need more than two or three weeks of
holiday. We call that a sabbatical. We offer the possibility
to take 10 up to 14 weeks of unpaid leave. We do have
one requirement for this option. We expect you to be
working at HelloFresh for at least two years. And of
course, once you are back we are really looking forward
to working with you again!

Special leave
There are those special events in our lives which we need
special leave for. In the event of becoming a mother
or father, you are entitled to maternity leave, paternity
leave, adoption leave or foster care leave. Are you
getting married or do you want to register your domestic
partnership? Then you are entitled to a free day to
celebrate this special event. Are you moving houses? We
give you one day for free. In less fortunate events such as
the passing of a child, parents, or partner you are entitled
to leave up until the day of the funeral. In case another
family member passes you are entitled to one free day
on the day of the funeral. In consolidation with your
manager(s), we will make sure to find a suitable solution
for the months after such a tragic event.
In exceptional situations where the above-mentioned
options are not applicable, we are always open to discuss
other options in consolidation with the manager.

Manager Recruitment & Development Rachel

going on leave within 34 or 36 weeks and / or whether
you supplement this with holidays. You also discuss
with your manager whether you want to make use of
your parental leave and you will work out together
what is possible within your position. I myself have
chosen to work less. I ended up working 3.5 days
myself and this was no problem.

“If you find out that you are having a baby, a lot has
to be arranged. You should start thinking about your
parental and maternity leave. The contact about the
details of this has always been in close consultation
with me. You are free to choose whether you are
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What I really like is that there is personal contact
again before the start, they think along with you and
the situation is treated flexibly. It is of course crazy
and exciting to get back to work after such a long
time. For example, after my delivery, my managers
came to a maternity visit with a nice maternity gift. I
was also called after a few weeks to ask how we were
doing, to determine my first working day, to discuss
my first week and to determine the start date of my
parental leave. I look back on it positively!”

7. Caring

Health
A healthy and balanced workplace for everyone is
very important, as well as a good work-life balance. At
HelloFresh we try our best on a daily basis with several
offerings, such as food, sports and other activities
that help you to keep you as healthy as possible while
working at HelloFresh, both physically and mentally.

Food
Lunch & fruit
HelloFresh is a food company. It’s all about food.
Therefore, we offer a great and healthy lunch buffet for
all our employees on a daily basis. Next to that, you can
also get some fresh fruits and sometimes vegetables
from our fresh fruit bar in the kitchen. Every Friday is
even extra special. We hold a Friday Special which is
usually extra nice and a bit unhealthy, but delicious. Make
sure to be in the office on Fridays. It’s fun!
Dinner
Our Customer Care team is working seven days and
nights a week to help out our customers. To make sure
they have the fuel to keep helping out customers at
night, we offer them dinner as well. Usually, we cook
HelloFresh recipes for them, so the Customer Care
specialists know what recipes we offer the customers in
the box that week. And, in the rare event, you have to
make some extra hours at night to finish that project or
meet that deadline, you can ask our Office Team if they
can spare a plate and can join dinner with the Customer
Care team. Fun and tasty!
Breakfast
Monthly we offer a ‘light’ breakfast at the office. During
the HelloUpdate (see chapter 3. Speaking) the Office
Team prepares a nice, homemade breakfast for everyone
to enjoy!

Discount on the HelloFresh Box!
We want to make healthy cooking and eating accessible
to our customers. More importantly, we want to make
this even more accessible to all our colleagues. As a
HelloFresh’er you are entitled to a 20% discount on the
HelloFresh Box on a weekly basis as long as you work
for HelloFresh.
Unboxing
Don’t want the HelloFresh Box every week, but still
hungry? Every Monday afternoon we organize the
Unboxing. During these sessions we order all the recipes
and add-ons to critically review them with colleagues
from different teams. After this session, you can choose
a recipe of your liking and take it home to cook, eat and
provide feedback.
Safe workplace
For every location we have conducted a risk assessment
and evaluation. This resulted in a list of improvements
based on risk calculation. We want our workplace to
be as safe as possible. Next to that, we trained our
hub managers to be safety experts. They know how to
recognize risks and to deal with them.
We are now working on a safety awareness program. In
this program we will communicate about several safety
topics. We want our employees to be aware of health and
safety risks during their work to reduce them.
Next to that we have emergency response officers
(BHV’ers) at every location. If you need help with your
health as an employee, they know what to do or who
to call. If it’s necessary they also know how to evacuate
the buildings for a safe working environment. And yes,
for BHV get togethers or training, we of course have an
emergency-themed snack.
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Vitality

Services

Next to healthy food, we are also focussing on vitality
as part of a healthy and balanced lifestyle at HelloFresh.
Not only is physical health important, mental health
is also part of vitality! We also measure the work/life
balance in our Employee Happiness Survey, to make
sure we are on the right track and detect whether we
can improve this. The statement “I have a good work/
life balance” was agreed upon by 80% of our employees
in the latest survey from April/May 2020. Although this
is not the 100% we aim for, it makes us proud given the
circumstances of constantly working from home!

To make sure our HelloFresh workplace is an inclusive
environment, we offer several services, events, and
initiatives for everyone to make use of.

Bootcamp
Every Monday (the entire year, also in winter!) at 18:00
PM our personal trainer Sarah will join HelloFresh to
host a bootcamp, circuit, or HIIT workout together
with us. This happens either at the office or in a park in
Amsterdam (e.g. Vondelpark).
Boxing class
For the ones who love to take the glove and start
the kickboxing training, HelloFresh got you. On a
weekly basis we offer boxing class together with your
colleagues. From beginner to expert, you are all welcome!
Footy
As HelloFresh’ers, we love good competition. Therefore,
we join the Footy soccer competition twice a year with
several teams. Within this friendly competition between
company teams, we are fighting for the cup... that we
took home several times!
OneFit
Since the beginning of 2020, HelloFresh partnered up
with OneFit. OneFit is the HelloFresh of sports classes.
If you subscribe to OneFit as a HelloFresh’er you receive
a 16% discount on all subscriptions on a monthly basis.
With OneFit you are able to follow sports classes, such
as bootcamp, CrossFit, Yoga, Meditation, Open Gym, and
even dance classes.
Meditation and mindfulness walks
On a weekly basis we offer meditation and mindfulness
walks together with Sarah. One week we will start the
day with a meditation walk to get you started in a calm
way. The other week we have a mindfulness walk after
lunch. Anything to get you feeling refreshed for the rest
of the day.
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Religious services
If you are religious and would want to pray during the
workday, then we offer a separate room for you to make
use of. We also separate cheese and meat at our daily
lunch buffet to make sure it can’t be cross-contaminated.
Table football and table tennis
After a few hours of focusing, you need some relaxation.
We have a living room in our Amsterdam, Bleiswijk and
Nieuwegein offices, where you can relax or take a nap if
you want. If you want something more dynamic, you can
start a table football game with your colleagues or start a
table tennis competition.
Weekly Friday drinks
After a week of hard work, it’s important to have some
fun as well. We love to do that together on our Friday
after-work drinks. Every Friday afternoon at 17:00 PM
you can enjoy some beers or wine in our kitchen together
with your colleagues. Once a month we organize a bigger
and themed event with nice activities, such as: winetasting, inspirational talks or just a plain party!
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HelloYou
The HelloYou day is held once a year to pamper our
employees. This day is all about relaxation and being
unburdened. Everyone can participate in lots of
activities to relax the body and mind during the day
but also provides handles to take home with you later.
Examples are: lecture by a psychologist who specializes
in happiness, morning concert, massage, illustration
workshop, shake your own smoothie by driving a
bicycle, etc.
Working from home
Working from the office is what we usually do. We love
to meet up with each other and communicate with each
other when we have meetings. Nevertheless, it is possible
to work from home sometimes, when necessary. Also
during Covid-19, we were obliged to work from home as
much as possible. However, in our Employee Happiness
Survey, it turned out that this has had beneficial effects
on multiple statements.
For example, the contact with the direct Head Of or
team manager was evaluated even better than before!
Whereas in the previous survey in October 2019, 82%
agreed to the statement “I get enough guidance and
support from my manager / team leader”, in April/May
2020, this was elevated to 95%!
“Lief en Leed”
At HelloFresh it is important to pay attention to
important and life changing events, such as weddings,
the birth of your child, but also sickness, a personal crisis,
or the passing of a partner, friend or family member.
Needless to say that those events are life-changing and
have a high impact on your life. As an organization,
we contribute where possible. If you are going on a
maternity leave, you will receive a nice, big basket full
of presents that will make your mom-life easier and
more relaxed. Or if you had an accident we will make
sure to send you a card on behalf of the team with a
nice package to get better. Fresh flowers should not be
missing in your house if you just moved: HelloFresh will
make sure to deliver them at your doorstep!
Every employee will pay a symbolic amount of €2.00
per month for the ‘Lief & Leed’ kitty to make sure we can
fund all the above-mentioned initiatives.
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Team Lead Culinary Sophie

more serious than I thought and that it could take
a while for me to recover. My manager really forced
me to focus on my recovery and let everything go,
which was really hard for me to accept. But this was
the best decision HelloFresh has made for me. They
really gave me plenty of room to work on my recovery
from the start, which led to a smooth recovery path.
During my recovery, I also received flowers, postcards,
and a brain train game from my colleagues that really
cheered me up every time!

“In the beginning of my HelloFresh career, I had a
bike accident on my way to work, with a serious
concussion as a result. At that time I did not really see
the seriousness of the situation and even continued
cycling to work. When I got there, I immediately
knew “this it not OK” and two colleagues took me to
the hospital.
The same day, I received several messages from my
colleagues, checking how I was doing. After the first
week, I actually thought that I could get back to
work, luckily my manager put a stop to it. It was very
difficult for me to realize that the situation was far
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When I slowly went back to the office for only an
hour a day, I noticed the involvement of everyone in
the office, which gave me a lot of positive energy and
even more drive to recover. Now more than 9 months
after the accident, fortunately, I’m back working fulltime again for more than a month now.
Because HelloFresh has supported me well, I have
been able to gradually build up with my hours and
my workload, with the result that I came back to my
position quite quickly without a relapse. I, and my
environment, really admire how well Hello Fresh has
supported me throughout this process!”
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7b. Inclusion & Diversity
Creating and maintaining a diverse and inclusive workplace for everyone at HelloFresh is very important to us. We
want to offer an open culture and environment for everyone regardless of race, gender, sex, sexual orientation, and
ability. At HelloFresh we have several initiatives to make sure everyone feels equal and validated. For starters, the
company language is English, because we have several non-Dutch speaking colleagues. All official communication,
but also unofficial communication will take place in English.

LGBTQI+
For our LGBTQI+, we have a local ERG (Employee
Resource Group) since the beginning of 2019 with the
goal to create a safe space for those who need it and
to make sure they are represented within the company.
Since 2018 we actively celebrate Pride in August. We
organize Rainbow-themed after-work drinks, host a pub

Diversity
Creating an inclusive and diverse workplace for everyone
at HelloFresh is a goal and mission for us all. Since the
beginning of 2020, we are working on several different
initiatives to support diversity and inclusion in our
workplace. We joined forces with an organization called
‘Diversiteit in Bedrijf’, they are helping us to create a plan

quiz, let our customers on Instagram and Facebook know
that this is something we stand for and believe in equal
rights for LGBTQI+ people.

and make our workplace even more diverse and inclusive!

International Women’s Day
Almost half of our colleagues are women. We are very
proud of that and we want to celebrate that as well.
International Women’s Day takes place on the 8th of
March every year, to celebrate equal rights for women. At
HelloFresh we make sure to make the women feel extra
special that day. We give treats and we try to educate on
what we still need to establish in order to have complete
equal rights for women.

Take pride in us
Also during Covid-19, we find it important the highlight
the importance of Pride week, the celebration of lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and intersex people
(LGBTQI+). The theme this year is ‘Take pride in us’.
To emphasize this, we had a ‘pride take over’ in the
weekly working from home email, we have been
celebrating with a Pride pizza on the menu, and posts
going out on our channels such as Instagram and
Facebook. To show this is an important topic, which
also matters for us as a brand. Next to this, we also had
an organization-wide Pride-Pubquiz to end the week,
hosted by a Drag Queen and containing questions related
to LGBTQI+.
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Celebrating successes is a huge part of HelloFresh’s organizational culture. We firmly believe that we only could
have achieved these successes because we all worked together to make it happen. Not only do we celebrate
the larger successes, such as the highest boxcount or achieving our OKRs by far, we also think it’s important to
celebrate personal achievements or small victories. We also think that our employees can perform at their best
when there is a good atmosphere at work and know that their contributions are valued on every level. To celebrate
our successes and strengthen the team spirit, we organize quite some internal events and pay attention to
special occasions.

Team events
Each team has the opportunity to host a team event
twice a year. The office team can help out with inspiration
and the execution, but each team is responsible for their
own event. It often happens that smaller teams join
forces in order to make it extra joyful! A few examples of
these team event activities are Jeu de Boules, canoeing
or our favourite hobby: wining and dining. However, it’s
not only leisure activities that are point of focus, we
also find it very important that all team members learn
something on these occasions. It’s also mainly about
team building and creating or strengthening the bond
between team members.
For example, the most recent team events are hosted
at an organization called ‘Only Friends’. This amazing
organization provides sports activities for children and
youngsters with a disability. We thought it would be a
good location to inspire and motivate our team and we
were absolutely right!
The day starts with a kickboxing lesson to get everyone
motivated. Next up, the whole afternoon is all about
personal development. First, each team member

presents a “Pecha Kucha”. This is a quick presentation
based on you and your personal preferences, strength,
fears, and future goals. This is followed by a feedback
round, which consists of 1 minute of “tops” and 1 minute
of “tips” from all your colleagues. This brings a lot of new
insights, but also appreciation for each other. This whole
day is also linked to and based on one of the DNA points
of HelloFresh: “Learning Never Stops”. At the end of the
day, a barbeque is hosted by Only Friends, and all team
members have the opportunity to discuss the day and
new insights while having a nice meal and drinks!
Department events
In addition to the team events there is also a department
event once a year. This means that all the marketing
teams go on an event together; the operational teams;
and the staff teams. These get-togethers usually start
with a presentation and then it’s time for a nice team
activity! The goal of these events is the strengthening
of bonds between teams. We find it not only important
to have a strong bond within a team, but also between
different teams!
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Summer party
Summer in The Netherlands needs to be celebrated
because we don’t have much of it. Reason for a party,
we believe! That’s why, in the warm months we host our
annual Summer party where fun activities and off course
good food are key. Last year, we rented inflatable games
and mixed up teams battled for the win. The winning
team members received a delicious High Wine at the
office a few weeks later. After the activities the evening
program started with a barbecue. Our very own meat
supplier took care of it and the office team arranged
the salads, side dishes and cocktails accompanied by
music from the DJ! The Summer party is a celebratory
moment to finish up the first half year and get ready and
motivated for the “Back to School” period, when it is
usually busier than in the summer due to vacations!
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Christmas party
Our annual Christmas party is considered to be the party
of the year. We have had parties in the Pesca, the MACY’s
and in a real nice bar in Houthavens. We have a different
dress code every year and we make sure the focus of
the party is to dance and eat well! We usually pick a
theme and everyone puts on their most beautiful outfit.
We also like to look back at the year and end it with a
bang! For example last year, we had a silent disco with a
secret channel where all of our Head Ofs shared a little
Christmas message to thank the team for another year
of hard work, highlight their highlight of that year and
present their favourite Christmas song!

8. Celebrating

Transport Festivities
Once a year we organize a Transport Cup for all our
HelloFresh-drivers! During this day, all of the hub drivers
compete in a soccer competition ending with a nice
barbecue to strengthen the bond within the hub.
Next to this hub event, we also have a special New Year
party to end the year! All drivers, team leads, supervisors
and hub managers from the Logistics team throughout
Belgium and the Netherlands are invited to celebrate
the New Year and to look back on the year’s successes.
Everyone comes together for a night with games, food
trucks and music to dance the night away! It is a great
opportunity and festive event to meet colleagues from
across the country.

Suppliers dinner
We think it’s important that our employees are familiar
with the products that we use. That’s why we like to work
together with our own suppliers when organising internal
events. This varies from wine tastings to a zucchini
dinner and a supplier’s dinner. At these events we put our
suppliers in the spotlights so they can share the ins and
outs about their products, engage with our employees
and enjoy their delicious products.
Pride week
An important moment of celebration is Pride week. We
certainly won’t want to miss this occasion of celebration!
For more information we would like to refer to chapter
7. Caring.
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Birthdays
When one of our colleagues has his/her birthday,
the manager gives a handwritten card with a little
present. This year we gave a chocolate bar along with
the birthday card. Unfortunately, we couldn’t actually
congratulate the birthday colleagues in person in the
Covid-19 period so we sent the card and present to the
home address. The birthday wishes have mostly been
given online, but some have even been surprised by their
colleagues at home (outdoors)!

Team Lead Customer Care Anthony

Situations like these make the culture at HelloFresh
what it is. Fun, young, flexible, creative and a bit edgy
sometimes. This was also how I experienced the day of
my anniversary working from home (due to Covid-19).
The day before my anniversary, I received a box with
decorations for my home office. The box was filled
with confetti, a blow-up cake, streamers, balloons, a
card, and a knife with the company logo and my name
on the blade.

“As an organization where the average age of all
employees is slightly above my own and knowing
millennials to be fickle when it comes to staying in
one place for an extended period, I didn’t see much
anniversaries at the company to begin with. There are
only a handful of people that have worked here longer
than I have, literally. After being asked in front of the
whole company how it feels to have worked for the
company longer than the CEO, I jokingly said that this
is the closest that I’ll ever get to being part of the 1%
of anything positive. ; - )
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The day of I was congratulated by my direct
colleagues via Google Meets, and other colleagues
via the HelloFresh WhatsApp group. Later in the
afternoon I was invited to a Google Meet with an
extended group of colleagues to be put in the
spotlight. I received a speech from my Head Of
and from the CEO. Seeing as I’ve mentioned being
somewhat interested in Japanese music and (pop)
culture to my colleagues, I really appreciated the
knife being a Japanese chef’s knife. I appreciated that
attention to detail. Lastly, in Japanese folklore it is bad
luck to give someone a knife as a present. It signifies
cutting ties with each other. Since this anniversary was
to celebrate the opposite of that, they also indulged
me by letting me pay €0,01 for the knife.”

8. Celebrating

Anniversaries
When an employee has been working at HelloFresh for 5
years we provide a little celebration. He/she is being put
in the spotlight during a team meeting or small gathering
of colleagues and the manager tends to give a speech.
Besides that, we also have a flower bouquet, a delicious
pie and a knife engraved with the name of the employee.
It may sound a bit silly to give a knife as a present, but
at HelloFresh almost everyone loves to cook so it’s quite
suitable. During the Covid-19 period, we sent a surprise
box to the ones that had their 5 year anniversary and the
speeches were given via Google Hangouts.

International Women’s day
Another important moment of celebration is the
international women’s day on the 8th of March. More
information about this can be found in chapter 7. Caring!
Sinterklaas
Each year around the 5th of December, we get a visit
from ‘Sinterklaas’ at the office! Our CEO, COO and CMO
dressed up for the occasion to surprise the team. In the
book of Sinterklaas there were several fun anecdotes
about some of our team members, that were addressed
by Sinterklaas. Besides this we also had a special kids
event: all employees with kids could come by on a
Saturday morning to spend the day with fun activities
and Sinterklaas!
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9a. Rewards
At HelloFresh all people add value and this is reflected
in the entire compensation package. We feel that the
entire package should be competitive, not just financial
- although that’s also important. We show a lot of
appreciation in organising activities, fun and sports and
as you may have noticed by now: by offering all kinds
of snacks and gifts. Some examples are free bootcamp
every week, yoga & meditation sessions, discounts on
HelloFresh Boxes, breakfast during informative meetings,
celebration of successes with cake or snacks and so on!
The entire package an employee receives is quite equal.
Also if it comes to financial compensation: Junior roles
all start within the same salary bandwidth. That’s known

Internal promotions
Our employees are eager to learn and to develop
themselves and they want to know what they need to
do in order to make a career step. Of course the Head
Ofs know and are often in close contact with our People
Team if there are questions within the team on this.
We make tailor made decisions, as each employee is
different. We highly support internal promotions and
these have been increasing in the last years, which
resulted in over 50% of our team lead and higher
positions filled internally! As this is in line with one of
our OKRs for 2020 (please see chapter 10 (Leadership
Effectiveness) for more details), we’re already very

within the company. Of course we also look at your
previous working experience.

happy with this result so far. We love to give employees
opportunities and chances to develop themselves, as
“Learning Never Stops”!

For certain (leadership) positions, HelloFresh offers
a stock program or a bonus scheme, but overall we
don’t work with standard bonuses. That would be a
way to exclude more employees and we want to focus
on inclusion!

Work in Progress
We are currently working on a career progression framework, including a more transparent job scheme and a
salary benchmark. That’s also what our people ask for (e.g. through the latest Employee Happiness Survey):
clear job descriptions and development paths including salary benchmarks. The People team is working on this
and meanwhile we do benchmarks already amongst other HelloFresh countries, a database with international
data and Mercer.
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9b. Community
At HelloFresh we have developed a Sustainability Program based on 3 high-level Sustainability Pillars, that each
have lower-level sub-pillars. The pillars are designed to holistically cover the social and environmental topics that
are most important, and will become increasingly important as society and business shift to more conscious and
sustainable forms of consumption and production.

‘Our People’
focuses on how we draw on, enhance and reward the
talents of everyone on the HelloFresh team, working in a
culture based on friendliness and respect.

‘Our Community’
focuses on how we have a positive impact on the
communities in which we operate, and use our influence
in our own supply chain for positive outcomes. This also
includes:
• Upholding the HelloFresh philosophy of good, healthy
and inspiring food, made with ease.
• Helping and teaching customers to cook healthy and
balanced meals that bring the family together.

‘Our Planet’
focuses on how our business model and operations affect
the environment, and what initiatives we are taking to
minimize our impact.
Within this framework we conduct many philanthropic,
environmental and socially responsible initiatives, with
which many employees are directly involved. Below are
some examples.
The main way in which we give back to our community
is through our longstanding collaborations with Food
Banks across The Netherlands and Belgium. All of
our distribution centres are connected to a local food
bank. Employees at the distribution centres collect all
undelivered boxes (which happens when customers
accidentally order a box but aren’t home to receive it)
and donate them to the local food bank. This gives our
employees a sense of satisfaction at having diverted
high-quality food from being disposed of, to feeding
hungry people in need. In Amsterdam we also work
with the community organisation Buurtbuik, who use
our leftover ingredients to cook delicious free meals for
anyone who wishes to join in every week. Our employees
sometimes participate in their weekend meals to mingle
with the local community and sit down for a meal with
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people who are on the fringes of society. Additionally,
during Covid-19, as we know these are tough times for
especially families with lower budgets for healthy food,
we also financially did an extra donation for the Food
Banks in NL and BE we work with. More information
on our initiatives during Covid-19 can be found in
chapter 12. Covid-19!

As employees it gives us all
a good feeling when survey
results indicate that ~65%
of our customers feel they
eat more healthy since they
became HelloFresh subscribers,
and 60% have discovered
new vegetables!
Our Community team also keeps in constant
communication with our customer base through social
media and in-box printed content. Their creative and
fun approach to upholding the HelloFresh philosophy
of good, healthy and inspiring food, made with ease,
gives our customers the sense that they are part of a
community of people engaged to change the way we
all eat for the better. Given that a large share of our
customers are families with children, the Community
team also plays a big part in helping and teaching
customers to cook healthy and balanced meals that
bring the family together. Some examples include their
quiz on Italian cuisine in the most recent edition of the
Fresh Times, our magazine, or their photo challenges on
social media. As employees it gives us all a good feeling
when survey results indicate that ~65% of our customers
feel they eat more healthy since they became HelloFresh
subscribers, and 60% have discovered new vegetables!
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Additionally, as mentioned in our Sustainability Report,
our results on Food Waste and CO2 Emissions reductions
enable us to proudly back up our claims that we enable
our customers to positively change the way they eat. We
conducted a large-scale research in collaboration with
European universities, which proved that households
that cook with HelloFresh generate ~20% less food
waste in their kitchens compared to when cooking from
groceries! We also consistently keep food waste in our
distribution network below 0.3%. Thanks to the efforts
from the logistics team, we also consistently decrease
the CO2 footprint of our deliveries, and have been
adding emission-free vehicles to our fleet. All employees
get the chance to drive routes with the delivery drivers
in their first weeks to experience this first hand. In 2020,
we will offset all our Carbon emissions from Production
and Delivery by investing in local carbon-capturing
agricultural projects. So there is plenty to be proud of as
a HelloFresher!
We also periodically invite our suppliers to give
presentations at our office, usually accompanied by a
dinner centred around their product: the Supplier Dinner!
This enables our employees to learn more about where

and how the ingredients in our box are sourced, and to
enjoy them together. For example, we learned about the
intricacies of growing asparagus, after which we were
treated to a 3-course meal featuring asparagus in every
course (even dessert!).
Finally, we have made efforts to make our office a
more sustainable place to work by introducing the
Sustainability Quickwin of the Month. All employees are
given the opportunity to submit ideas for sustainability at
the office through an online platform. Every month, the
sustainability committee picks a winning idea, which the
Office team then implements. This way many employees
have had their idea promoted to reality, and the platform
enables us to make the theme of sustainability accessible
and inclusive. Winning ideas have included:
• A fridge to store leftover food so that it’s still fresh for
people to take home: “Fight against Food Waste”
• Ditching disposable cutlery at office events
• Promoting the use of reusable cups and mugs
for coffee
• Introducing a recycling system at the main
Distribution Centre
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Strategy at HelloFresh starts with our mission. At HelloFresh we change the way people eat - forever. This has been
our mission from the start, and growing from nothing to a multi-billion company in less than ten years, touching
upon the life of millions of people throughout the world, we can say we live up to that mission.

To translate this mission to strategy, everyone in the
organization plays an important role, which is the
case already since the start of HelloFresh. Of course,
this is logical and easy when you are a small start-up
and all sit together in the same room, but we have
kept this mentality alive also now that we are a bigger
organization: everyone in an HelloFresh office in the
Benelux is involved in defining the strategy, in working
on the strategic goals and is well informed on the status
of achieving our goals. All in line with one of our core
values: “Data-Drivenness”.

At many occasions (for example, HelloUpdate sessions,
Quarterly Strategy Sessions, team meetings to define
OKRs), the strategy and in particular the OKRs play a
central role, underpinning the importance of everyone’s
contribution to the overall strategy of HelloFresh
Benelux. And this is clearly working, since recently, our
employees graded their happiness with OKRs process
with an 8.2!

Within HelloFresh Benelux, we define our “Big Hairy
Audacious Goal” (BHAG) every 2 years, a point on the
horizon that offers inspiration and motivation to all. Last
year, we adopted a new BHAG, which was developed
bottom-up, to achieve by the end of 2021. A previous
BHAG was to have a certain amount of household
penetration, which was deemed impossible when the
goal was developed, but worked very well to push
ourselves and focus, and in the end we arrived at this
seemingly impossible goal. Another previous BHAG was
to work towards a certain number of “master chefs”,
customers who have bought 20 or more HelloFresh
boxes, to force ourselves to focus on the longer term
retention of customers.
More short term, we work with OKRs (Objectives &
Key Results) at HelloFresh. The power of OKRs is that
they allow to better align & connect between teams,
they make our progress towards strategic objectives
measurable, they allow us to focus on things that matter
most and they allow us to stretch for the amazing: on
each objective and the underlying key results we put
the bar a bit higher than what seems realistic, in order
to push ourselves. In this yearly process, the Benelux
Management Team sets the contours of overall OKRs
together with the broader Leadership team, after which
all individual teams make OKRs for their own team which
have to connect to the overall Benelux OKRs. These
OKRs, including their progress, are visible for everyone,
therefore everyone knows what others are working
towards and what the status is, and on a Quarterly basis,
the OKRs are adjusted if the circumstances change. As an
example, one of our current most important Objectives is
to “Make our Customers Happier than Ever”, by achieving
key results such as an increase in Net Promoter Score by
10 points and reducing food waste in our supply chain
to 0.1%.
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At HelloFresh, our five core values are captured in what we call the “HelloFresh DNA”:

Speed & Agility
We make quick but informed decisions, we iterate,
reiterate and move faster than everybody else. This
means for example that we can introduce new culinary
concepts in a matter of a few weeks if these have
become relevant in the market (such as a new baking box
during the Covid-19 lockdown).

Ruthless Prioritization
We stay focused on our most important tasks and
prioritise even if there are many things that require our
attention. We always start with the most important task
on our list, set ambitious deadlines, and meet them
anyway.

Egoless Environment
We operate in an egoless environment, where we want
you to speak up and challenge the status quo. Our
organization is very flat, and office politics is something
you will not encounter in our company

Learning Never Stops
We value those with a mindset that learning never
stops, who always seek to improve themselves and
those around them, on both small and large scales. As
discussed in Chapter 6 (Developing), we spend a lot of
time and resources in the development of our employees.

HelloFresh DNA have been the foundation of our success
to date, and are clear strengths that separate us from
other companies in our industry.
Our DNA focuses on bringing out the best in teams and
individuals which we think made us successful in the first
place. And in the end, we believe that these five values
will help us to create a sustainably successful company
with ample growth opportunities for all employees, and
help us maintain our rate of innovation and foster an
entrepreneurial environment.
The HelloFresh DNA comes back very often in the daily
lives of HelloFresh employees. This starts during the
onboarding, where in the introduction by our CEO the
new starters are inducted into these five values. In our
offices, the HelloFresh DNA has a prominent place,
so everyone is reminded on a daily basis of our most
important values. In the half year reviews, everyone
collects feedback based on the values in the DNA, and in
the review each manager reflects on how an employee is
performing on these dimensions. And most importantly,
in our daily communication, the terms “Speed & Agility”,
“Ruthless Prioritization”, “Egoless Environment”,
“Learning Never Stops” and “Data-Drivenness” are often
mentioned, in one-on-one conversations, in smaller
meetings and in big meetings.

Data-Drivenness
We are data-driven because data is the way to learn
and to make decisions based on fact rather than gutfeeling. You will see this in practice by high focus on Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) in all teams and a deeply
ingrained experimentation culture to let data guide
our decision-making. For example, we very thoroughly
analyse the detailed feedback our customers give on our
recipes, and based on that we repeat, adapt or stop using
the recipes in the future.
All five values have been around since the beginning
and strive to make us a learning organization that
continuously improves, and promotes an ownership
culture; we believe that the five elements of the
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At the beginning of the Covid-19 crisis we followed the instructions of the government by sending our employees
home to work remotely. This was with the exception of those whose work doesn’t allow them to work from home,
for example our colleagues in our warehouses and the few that couldn’t work from home because of personal
reasons. Our Quality & (Food) Safety team has always been on top of this, in constant contact with our Global team
in Berlin, stays up to date and informs the organization regularly. We’ve listed several actions in response to the
Covid-19 crisis to create a great place to work for our employees and a better world for our community.

Initiatives for employees
Make your home a Great Place to
Work
With everyone working from home, we had to make
sure that all of our colleagues stayed up to date about
the developments of HelloFresh and everything that
happened within the organization. Our CEO kept us
posted with a weekly mailing that consisted of changes
in the company and Covid-19 updates. Besides this mail
there has been a weekly ‘make your home a great place
to work’ newsletter coming from the office team with
office information, tips & tricks to make working from
home more pleasant, interviews with colleagues to gain
more insight in their daily life and a weekly team selfie
for fun and engagement.
We joined forces with an external training and coaching
company that advised on content for the mailing. They
helped us with interesting articles with different topics;
How do you stay focused during Covid-19, how can
you manage a balance with work and your personal life
and many more. They also conducted the webinars. In
collaboration with this company, we hosted 4 interesting
webinars. For example; Edith Bosch has told us more
about the winning mentality and personal growth in
times of crisis, Maurits Hendriks outlined his vision of
what it takes to have a team function optimally and
André Kuipers talked about ‘Staying sane in isolation’.
Even during this working from home period we still feel
a sense of pride. Actually even more. We have such
motivated and eager employees that our NPS score at
the last Happiness Survey doubled compared to October
2019 (when it already doubled compared to April 2019)!
A great achievement and for us an indication that we are
going in the right direction together with all employees.

Bringing the office to your home...
The office team acted as happiness managers to keep
all colleagues happy and engaged. They picked up
many projects to make everyone’s home office more
comfortable and enjoyable.
We believe it is the responsibility of the employer to
provide a comfortable work environment for employees.
So we gave everyone the option to get some office
devices like a chair, second screen, laptop-stand or
other hardware, and delivered it to their home for more
comfort and to be able to work with a good posture.
Next to a healthy posture, we believe in a healthy and
inspiring working environment. To brighten up everyone’s
home office (and to thank them for their hard work), we
delivered plants!
Every now and then, we have sent out a little something
to our team to keep them engaged and let them know
that even though there was a physical distance, they
were not alone. A few examples:
• Chocolates with a kind message and a special thank
you from the management team
• A bag of fresh tea that we normally serve in our office,
so that they can enjoy a little ‘par-tea’ at home
• Handwritten cards from the office team to say hi and
with the reminder to reach out whenever needed
• A 3-course organic breakfast in collaboration with
‘The Morning Breakfast’ to celebrate Easter together.
(Because normally we would like to organise an easter
breakfast or an egg hunt at the office).
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We want you to stay connected...

And promote movement…

We noticed that the need for contact among colleagues
has never been as high as in the Covid-19 period.
Therefore, we came up with a few initiatives to meet this
desire. We scheduled ‘virtual coffee machine’ moments
in the agendas of our employees to simulate the informal
chat moments at the coffee machine in the office. We
also hosted several Friday afternoon drinks activities that
could be attended from home, some examples:
• Quizzes; we organised a pub quiz with an external
party and we also had a quiz night organised by
2 colleagues, together they conducted a tailormade HelloFresh-quiz. We had a nice gift for the
winning team.
• Bingo nights; during these events we played bingo
together via Google Hangout. Each bingo night had a
different theme, for example 80’s. The person in the
best outfit won a prize as well! It was a lot of fun!
• A virtual Kingsday market; during this event we invited
a DJ who played a live-set for us and everyone could
create a virtual Kingsday stall, to sell some (home
made) products.

With our very own personal trainer, we came up with
several virtual sports activities to stay healthy, both
physically and mentally. We offered the option to
participate in bootcamp sessions from your own living
room via a Google Hangout. As of July 1st, we started
those sessions in the park (with 1,5m distance of course).
If you don’t feel comfortable yet to join in real-life, you
could also join the livestream! Besides the bootcamp
we’ve had 5 minute challenges to stay active during the
day, energizers and a weekly day-start in the form of a
meditation session, which we recently alternate with a
meditative lunch walk.
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Initiatives for the community
We are there for you…

Giving back to our community...

In the times of Covid-19, we were there for our customers
more than ever! We delivered our boxes on time and
straight on their doorstep so they didn’t have to go to
the supermarket. All different teams worked harder than
ever to reach up to the highest box counts and to make
sure every customer would get their box. The reactions
were heartwarming.

As a company, we think it is very important to give
something back to the community, especially during
these crazy times. During some brainstorm sessions
on how to implement this, we noticed that during the
crisis, more people became dependent on organizations
such as the food bank. To give something back to our
community, HelloFresh donated €20.000 to the food
bank in both Belgium and the Netherlands!
The healthcare professionals worked extremely hard
during these times, so we went to see them at the
hospital and surprised them with a HelloFresh-meal
box. In total we gave away over 3.600 meal boxes to
healthcare professionals in the Netherlands, Belgium and
France! We received a lot of heartwarming messages on
social media from frontline healthcare workers that were
very happy with that initiative! We are very proud that
we are able to give something back.
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